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TABLE 2 TO SUBPART HH OF PART 63—APPLICABILITY OF 40 CFR PART 63 GENERAL PROVISIONS 
TO SUBPART HH—Continued 

General provisions reference Applicable to subpart 
HH Explanation 

§ 63.10(e)(3)(i)(C) ......................... No. 
§ 63.10(e)(3)(i)(D) ......................... Yes ............................ Section reserved. 
§ 63.10(e)(3)(ii) through (viii) ........ Yes. 
§ 63.10(e)(4) ................................. Yes. 
§ 63.10(f) ...................................... Yes. 
§ 63.11(a) and (b) ......................... Yes. 
§ 63.11(c), (d), and (e) ................. Yes. 
§ 63.12(a) through (c) ................... Yes. 
§ 63.13(a) through (c) ................... Yes. 
§ 63.14(a) through (q) .................. Yes. 
§ 63.15(a) and (b) ......................... Yes. 
§ 63.16 .......................................... Yes. 

[64 FR 32628, June 17, 1999, as amended at 66 FR 34554, June 29, 2001; 71 FR 20457, Apr. 20, 2006; 
72 FR 40, Jan. 3, 2007; 73 FR 78214, Dec. 22, 2008; 77 FR 49581, Aug. 16, 2012] 

Subpart II—National Emission 
Standards for Shipbuilding 
and Ship Repair (Surface 
Coating) 

SOURCE: 60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, unless 
otherwise noted. 

§ 63.780 Relationship of subpart II to 
subpart A of this part. 

Table 1 of this subpart specifies the 
provisions of subpart A of this part 
that apply to owners and operators of 
sources subject to the provisions of 
this subpart. 

§ 63.781 Applicability. 
(a) The provisions of this subpart 

apply to shipbuilding and ship repair 
operations at any facility that is a 
major source. 

(b) The provisions of this subpart do 
not apply to coatings used in volumes 
of less than 200 liters (52.8 gallons) per 
year, provided the total volume of 
coating exempt under this paragraph 
does not exceed 1,000 liters per year (264 
gallons per year) at any facility. Coat-
ings exempt under this paragraph shall 
be clearly labeled as ‘‘low-usage ex-
empt,’’ and the volume of each such 
coating applied shall be maintained in 
the facility’s records. 

(c) The provisions of this subpart do 
not apply to coatings applied with 
hand-held, nonrefillable, aerosol con-
tainers or to unsaturated polyester 
resin (i.e., fiberglass lay-up) coatings. 
Coatings applied to suitably prepared 

fiberglass surfaces for protective or 
decorative purposes are subject to this 
subpart. 

(d) If you are authorized in accord-
ance with 40 CFR 63.783(c) to use an 
add-on control system as an alter-
native means of limiting emissions 
from coating operations, in response to 
an action to enforce the standards set 
forth in this subpart, you may assert 
an affirmative defense to a claim for 
civil penalties for exceedances of such 
standards that are caused by a mal-
function, as defined in 40 CFR 63.2. Ap-
propriate penalties may be assessed, 
however, if you fail to meet your bur-
den of proving all the requirements in 
the affirmative defense. The affirma-
tive defense shall not be available in 
response to claims for injunctive relief. 

(1) To establish the affirmative de-
fense in any action to enforce such a 
limit, you must timely meet the notifi-
cation requirements in paragraph (d)(2) 
of this section, and must prove by a 
preponderance of evidence that: 

(i) The excess emissions: 
(A) Were caused by a sudden, infre-

quent and unavoidable failure of air 
pollution control and monitoring 
equipment, process equipment or a 
process to operate in a normal or usual 
manner; and 

(B) Could not have been prevented 
through careful planning, proper design 
or better operation and maintenance 
practices; and 

(C) Did not stem from any activity or 
event that could have been foreseen 
and avoided, or planned for; and 
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(D) Were not part of a recurring pat-
tern indicative of inadequate design, 
operation, or maintenance; and 

(ii) Repairs were made as expedi-
tiously as possible when the applicable 
emission limitations were being ex-
ceeded. Off-shift and overtime labor 
were used, to the extent practicable to 
make these repairs; and 

(iii) The frequency, amount and dura-
tion of the excess emissions (including 
any bypass) were minimized to the 
maximum extent practicable during 
periods of such emissions; and 

(iv) If the excess emissions resulted 
from a bypass of control equipment or 
a process, then the bypass was unavoid-
able to prevent loss of life, personal in-
jury or severe property damage; and 

(v) All possible steps were taken to 
minimize the impact of the excess 
emissions on ambient air quality, the 
environment and human health; and 

(vi) All emissions monitoring and 
control systems were kept in operation 
if at all possible, consistent with safety 
and good air pollution control prac-
tices; and 

(vii) All of the actions in response to 
the excess emissions were documented 
by properly signed, contemporaneous 
operating logs; and 

(viii) At all times, the affected source 
was operated in a manner consistent 
with good practices for minimizing 
emissions; and 

(ix) A written root cause analysis has 
been prepared, the purpose of which is 
to determine, correct and eliminate 
the primary causes of the malfunction 
and the excess emissions resulting 
from the malfunction event at issue. 
The analysis shall also specify, using 
best monitoring methods and engineer-
ing judgment, the amount of excess 
emissions that were the result of the 
malfunction. 

(2) Notification. The owner or operator 
of the facility experiencing an exceed-
ance of its emission limit(s) during a 
malfunction shall notify the Adminis-
trator by telephone or facsimile (FAX) 
transmission as soon as possible, but 
no later than 2 business days after the 
initial occurrence of the malfunction, 
if it wishes to avail itself of an affirma-
tive defense to civil penalties for that 
malfunction. The owner or operator 
seeking to assert an affirmative de-

fense shall also submit a written report 
to the Administrator within 45 days of 
the initial occurrence of the exceed-
ance of the standard in this subpart to 
demonstrate, with all necessary sup-
porting documentation, that it has met 
the requirements set forth in para-
graph (d)(1) of this section. The owner 
or operator may seek an extension of 
this deadline for up to 30 additional 
days by submitting a written request 
to the Administrator before the expira-
tion of the 45 day period. Until a re-
quest for an extension has been ap-
proved by the Administrator, the 
owner or operator is subject to the re-
quirement to submit such report with-
in 45 days of the initial occurrence of 
the exceedance. 

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 76 
FR 72068, Nov. 21, 2011] 

§ 63.782 Definitions. 

Terms used in this subpart are de-
fined in the Clean Air Act (CAA), in 
subpart A of part 63, or in this section 
as follows: 

Add-on control system means an air 
pollution control device such as a car-
bon absorber or incinerator that re-
duces pollution in an air stream by de-
struction or removal prior to discharge 
to the atmosphere. 

Affected source means any ship-
building or ship repair facility having 
surface coating operations with a min-
imum 1,000 liters (L) (264 gallons [gal]) 
annual marine coating usage that is 
subject to this subpart. 

Affirmative defense means, in the con-
text of an enforcement proceeding, a 
response or a defense put forward by a 
defendant, regarding which the defend-
ant has the burden of proof, and the 
merits of which are independently and 
objectively evaluated in a judicial or 
administrative proceeding. 

Air flask specialty coating means any 
special composition coating applied to 
interior surfaces of high pressure 
breathing air flasks to provide corro-
sion resistance and that is certified 
safe for use with breathing air supplies. 

Antenna specialty coating means any 
coating applied to equipment through 
which electromagnetic signals must 
pass for reception or transmission. 
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Antifoulant specialty coating means 
any coating that is applied to the un-
derwater portion of a vessel to prevent 
or reduce the attachment of biological 
organisms and that is registered with 
the EPA as a pesticide under the Fed-
eral Insecticide, Fungicide, and 
Rodenticide Act. 

As applied means the condition of a 
coating at the time of application to 
the substrate, including any thinning 
solvent. 

As supplied means the condition of a 
coating before any thinning, as sold 
and delivered by the coating manufac-
turer to the user. 

Batch means the product of an indi-
vidual production run of a coating 
manufacturer’s process. A batch may 
vary in composition from other batches 
of the same product. 

Bitumens mean black or brown mate-
rials that are soluble in carbon disul-
fide and consist mainly of hydro-
carbons. 

Bituminous resin coating means any 
coating that incorporates bitumens as 
a principal component and is formu-
lated primarily to be applied to a sub-
strate or surface to resist ultraviolet 
radiation and/or water. 

Certify means, in reference to the 
volatile organic compounds (VOC) con-
tent or volatile organic hazardous air 
pollutants (VOHAP) content of a coat-
ing, to attest to the VOC content as de-
termined through analysis by Method 
24 of appendix A to 40 CFR part 60 or 
through use of forms and procedures 
outlined in appendix A of this subpart, 
or to attest to the VOHAP content as 
determined through an Administrator- 
approved test method. In the case of 
conflicting results, Method 24 of appen-
dix A to 40 CFR part 60 shall take prec-
edence over the forms and procedures 
outlined in appendix A to this subpart 
for the options in which VOC is used as 
a surrogate for VOHAP. 

Coating means any material that can 
be applied as a thin layer to a sub-
strate and which cures to form a con-
tinuous solid film. 

Cold-weather time period means any 
time during which the ambient tem-
perature is below 4.5 °C (40 °F) and 
coating is to be applied. 

Container of coating means the con-
tainer from which the coating is ap-

plied, including but not limited to a 
bucket or pot. 

Cure volatiles means reaction prod-
ucts which are emitted during the 
chemical reaction which takes place in 
some coating films at the cure tem-
perature. These emissions are other 
than those from the solvents in the 
coating and may, in some cases, com-
prise a significant portion of total VOC 
and/or VOHAP emissions. 

Epoxy means any thermoset coating 
formed by reaction of an epoxy resin 
(i.e., a resin containing a reactive ep-
oxide with a curing agent). 

Exempt compounds means specified or-
ganic compounds that are not consid-
ered VOC due to negligible photo-
chemical reactivity. Exempt com-
pounds are specified in 40 CFR 51.100(s). 

Facility means all contiguous or ad-
joining property that is under common 
ownership or control, including prop-
erties that are separated only by a road 
or other public right-of-way. 

General use coating means any coat-
ing that is not a specialty coating. 

Hazardous air pollutants (HAP) means 
any air pollutant listed in or pursuant 
to section 112(b) of the CAA. 

Heat resistant specialty coating means 
any coating that during normal use 
must withstand a temperature of at 
least 204 °C (400 °F). 

High-gloss specialty coating means any 
coating that achieves at least 85 per-
cent reflectance on a 60 degree meter 
when tested by ASTM D523–89 (incorpo-
ration by reference—see § 63.14). 

High-temperature specialty coating 
means any coating that during normal 
use must withstand a temperature of 
at least 426 °C (800 °F). 

Inorganic zinc (high-build) specialty 
coating means a coating that contains 
960 grams per liter (8 pounds per gal-
lon) or more elemental zinc incor-
porated into an inorganic silicate bind-
er that is applied to steel to provide 
galvanic corrosion resistance. (These 
coatings are typically applied at more 
than 2 mil dry film thickness.) 

Major source means any source that 
emits or has the potential to emit, in 
the aggregate, 9.1 megagrams per year 
(10 tons per year) or more of any HAP 
or 22.7 megagrams per year (25 tons per 
year) or more of any combination of 
HAP. 
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Maximum allowable thinning ratio 
means the maximum volume of thinner 
that can be added per volume of coat-
ing without violating the standards of 
§ 63.783(a), as determined using Equa-
tion 1 of this subpart. 

Military exterior specialty coating or 
Chemical Agent Resistant Coatings 
(‘‘CARC’’) means any exterior topcoat 
applied to military or U.S. Coast Guard 
vessels that are subject to specific 
chemical, biological, and radiological 
washdown requirements. 

Mist specialty coating means any low 
viscosity, thin film, epoxy coating ap-
plied to an inorganic zinc primer that 
penetrates the porous zinc primer and 
allows the occluded air to escape 
through the paint film prior to curing. 

Navigational aids specialty coating 
means any coating applied to Coast 
Guard buoys or other Coast Guard wa-
terway markers when they are re-
coated aboard ship at their usage site 
and immediately returned to the 
water. 

Nonskid specialty coating means any 
coating applied to the horizontal sur-
faces of a marine vessel for the specific 
purpose of providing slip resistance for 
personnel, vehicles, or aircraft. 

Nonvolatiles (or volume solids) means 
substances that do not evaporate read-
ily. This term refers to the film-form-
ing material of a coating. 

Normally closed means a container or 
piping system is closed unless an oper-
ator is actively engaged in adding or 
removing material. 

Nuclear specialty coating means any 
protective coating used to seal porous 
surfaces such as steel (or concrete) 
that otherwise would be subject to in-
trusion by radioactive materials. These 
coatings must be resistant to long- 
term (service life) cumulative radi-
ation exposure (ASTM D4082–89 [incor-
poration by reference—see § 63.14]), rel-
atively easy to decontaminate (ASTM 
D4256–89 or 94 [reapproved 1994] [incor-
poration by reference—see § 63.14]), and 
resistant to various chemicals to which 
the coatings are likely to be exposed 
(ASTM D3912–80 [incorporation by ref-
erence—see § 63.14]). [For nuclear coat-
ings, see the general protective re-
quirements outlined by the U.S. Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission in a re-
port entitled ‘‘U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commission Regulatory Guide 1.54’’ 
dated June 1973, available through the 
Government Printing Office at (202) 
512–2249 as document number A74062– 
00001.] 

Operating parameter value means a 
minimum or maximum value estab-
lished for a control device or process 
parameter that, if achieved by itself or 
in combination with one or more other 
operating parameter values, deter-
mines that an owner or operator has 
complied with an applicable emission 
limitation or standard. 

Organic zinc specialty coating means 
any coating derived from zinc dust in-
corporated into an organic binder that 
contains more than 960 grams of ele-
mental zinc per liter (8 pounds per gal-
lon) of coating, as applied, and that is 
used for the expressed purpose of corro-
sion protection. 

Pleasure craft means any marine or 
fresh-water vessel used by individuals 
for noncommercial, nonmilitary, and 
recreational purposes that is less than 
20 meters in length. A vessel rented ex-
clusively to or chartered by individuals 
for such purposes shall be considered a 
pleasure craft. 

Pretreatment wash primer specialty 
coating means any coating that con-
tains a minimum of 0.5 percent acid, by 
mass, and is applied only to bare metal 
to etch the surface and enhance adhe-
sion of subsequent coatings. 

Repair and maintenance of thermo-
plastic coating of commercial vessels (spe-
cialty coating) means any vinyl, 
chlorinated rubber, or bituminous resin 
coating that is applied over the same 
type of existing coating to perform the 
partial recoating of any in-use com-
mercial vessel. (This definition does 
not include coal tar epoxy coatings, 
which are considered ‘‘general use’’ 
coatings.) 

Rubber camouflage specialty coating 
means any specially formulated epoxy 
coating used as a camouflage topcoat 
for exterior submarine hulls and sonar 
domes. 

Sealant for thermal spray aluminum 
means any epoxy coating applied to 
thermal spray aluminum surfaces at a 
maximum thickness of 1 dry mil. 
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Ship means any marine or fresh- 
water vessel used for military or com-
mercial operations, including self-pro-
pelled vessels, those propelled by other 
craft (barges), and navigational aids 
(buoys). This definition includes, but is 
not limited to, all military and Coast 
Guard vessels, commercial cargo and 
passenger (cruise) ships, ferries, barges, 
tankers, container ships, patrol and 
pilot boats, and dredges. For purposes 
of this subpart, pleasure crafts and off-
shore oil and gas drilling platforms are 
not considered ships. 

Shipbuilding and ship repair operations 
means any building, repair, repainting, 
converting, or alteration of ships. 

Special marking specialty coating 
means any coating that is used for 
safety or identification applications, 
such as markings on flight decks and 
ships’ numbers. 

Specialty coating means any coating 
that is manufactured and used for one 
of the specialized applications de-
scribed within this list of definitions. 

Specialty interior coating means any 
coating used on interior surfaces 
aboard U.S. military vessels pursuant 
to a coating specification that requires 
the coating to meet specified fire re-
tardant and low toxicity requirements, 
in addition to the other applicable 
military physical and performance re-
quirements. 

Tack specialty coating means any thin 
film epoxy coating applied at a max-
imum thickness of 2 dry mils to pre-
pare an epoxy coating that has dried 
beyond the time limit specified by the 
manufacturer for the application of the 
next coat. 

Thinner means a liquid that is used 
to reduce the viscosity of a coating and 
that evaporates before or during the 
cure of a film. 

Thinning ratio means the volumetric 
ratio of thinner to coating, as supplied. 

Thinning solvent: see Thinner. 
Undersea weapons systems specialty 

coating means any coating applied to 
any component of a weapons system in-
tended to be launched or fired from 
under the sea. 

Volatile organic compounds (VOC) is as 
defined in § 51.100(s) of this chapter. 

Volatile organic hazardous air pollut-
ants (VOHAP) means any compound 
listed in or pursuant to section 112(b) 

of the CAA that contains carbon, ex-
cluding metallic carbides and carbon-
ates. This definition includes VOC list-
ed as HAP and exempt compounds list-
ed as HAP. 

Weld-through preconstruction primer 
(specialty coating) means a coating that 
provides corrosion protection for steel 
during inventory, is typically applied 
at less than 1 mil dry film thickness, 
does not require removal prior to weld-
ing, is temperature resistant (burn 
back from a weld is less than 1.25 centi-
meters [0.5 inch]), and does not nor-
mally require removal before applying 
film-building coatings, including inor-
ganic zinc high-build coatings. When 
constructing new vessels, there may be 
a need to remove areas of weld-through 
preconstruction primer due to surface 
damage or contamination prior to ap-
plication of film-building coatings. 

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 65 
FR 62215, Oct. 17, 2000; 76 FR 72069, Nov. 21, 
2011] 

§ 63.783 Standards. 
(a) No owner or operator of any exist-

ing or new affected source shall cause 
or allow the application of any coating 
to a ship with an as-applied VOHAP 
content exceeding the applicable limit 
given in Table 2 of this subpart, as de-
termined by the procedures described 
in § 63.785 (c)(1) through (c)(4). For the 
compliance procedures described in 
§ 63.785 (c)(1) through (c)(3), VOC shall 
be used as a surrogate for VOHAP, and 
Method 24 of appendix A to 40 CFR part 
60 shall be used as the definitive meas-
ure for determining compliance. For 
the compliance procedure described in 
§ 63.785(c)(4), an alternative test method 
capable of measuring independent 
VOHAP shall be used to determine 
compliance. The method must be sub-
mitted to and approved by the Admin-
istrator. 

(b) Each owner or operator of a new 
or existing affected source shall ensure 
that: 

(1) At all times the owner or operator 
must operate and maintain any af-
fected source, including associated air 
pollution control equipment and moni-
toring equipment, in a manner con-
sistent with safety and good air pollu-
tion control practices for minimizing 
emissions. Determination of whether 
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such operation and maintenance proce-
dures are being used will be based on 
information available to the Adminis-
trator which may include, but is not 
limited to, monitoring results, review 
of operation and maintenance proce-
dures, review of operation and mainte-
nance records, and inspection of the 
source. 

(2) All handling and transfer of 
VOHAP-containing materials to and 
from containers, tanks, vats, drums, 
and piping systems is conducted in a 
manner that minimizes spills. 

(3) All containers, tanks, vats, 
drums, and piping systems are free of 
cracks, holes, and other defects and re-
main closed unless materials are being 
added to or removed from them. 

(c) Approval of alternative means of 
limiting emissions. (1) The owner or oper-
ator of an affected source may apply to 
the Administrator for permission to 
use an alternative means (such as an 
add-on control system) of limiting 
emissions from coating operations. The 
application must include: 

(i) An engineering material balance 
evaluation that provides a comparison 
of the emissions that would be 
achieved using the alternative means 
to those that would result from using 
coatings that comply with the limits in 
Table 2 of this subpart, or the results 
from an emission test that accurately 
measures the capture efficiency and 
control device efficiency achieved by 
the control system and the composi-
tion of the associated coatings so that 
the emissions comparison can be made; 

(ii) A proposed monitoring protocol 
that includes operating parameter val-
ues to be monitored for compliance and 
an explanation of how the operating 
parameter values will be established 
through a performance test; and 

(iii) Details of appropriate record-
keeping and reporting procedures. 

(2) The Administrator shall approve 
the alternative means of limiting emis-
sions if, in the Administrator’s judg-
ment, postcontrol emissions of VOHAP 
per volume applied solids will be no 
greater than those from the use of 
coatings that comply with the limits in 
Table 2 of this subpart. 

(3) The Administrator may condition 
approval on operation, maintenance, 
and monitoring requirements to ensure 

that emissions from the source are no 
greater than those that would other-
wise result from this subpart. 

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 76 
FR 72069, Nov. 21, 2011] 

§ 63.784 Compliance dates. 
(a) Each owner or operator of an ex-

isting affected source shall comply 
within two years after the effective 
date of this subpart. 

(b) Each owner or operator of an ex-
isting unaffected area source that in-
creases its emissions of (or its poten-
tial to emit) HAP such that the source 
becomes a major source that is subject 
to this subpart shall comply within 1 
year after the date of becoming a 
major source. 

(c) Each owner or operator of a new 
or reconstructed source shall comply 
with this subpart according to the 
schedule in § 63.6(b). 

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 61 
FR 30816, June 18, 1996] 

§ 63.785 Compliance procedures. 
(a) For each batch of coating that is 

received by an affected source, the 
owner or operator shall (see Figure 1 of 
this section for a flow diagram of the 
compliance procedures): 

(1) Determine the coating category 
and the applicable VOHAP limit as 
specified in § 63.783(a). 

(2) Certify the as-supplied VOC con-
tent of the batch of coating. The owner 
or operator may use a certification 
supplied by the manufacturer for the 
batch, although the owner or operator 
retains liability should subsequent 
testing reveal a violation. If the owner 
or operator performs the certification 
testing, only one of the containers in 
which the batch of coating was re-
ceived is required to be tested. 

(b)(1) In lieu of testing each batch of 
coating, as applied, the owner or oper-
ator may determine compliance with 
the VOHAP limits using any combina-
tion of the procedures described in 
paragraphs (c)(1), (c)(2), (c)(3), and (c)(4) 
of this section. The procedure used for 
each coating shall be determined and 
documented prior to application. 

(2) The results of any compliance 
demonstration conducted by the af-
fected source or any regulatory agency 
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using Method 24 shall take precedence 
over the results using the procedures in 
paragraphs (c)(1), (c)(2), or (c)(3) of this 
section. 

(3) The results of any compliance 
demonstration conducted by the af-
fected source or any regulatory agency 
using an approved test method to de-
termine VOHAP content shall take 
precedence over the results using the 
procedures in paragraph (c)(4) of this 
section. 

(c)(1) Coatings to which thinning sol-
vent will not be added. For coatings to 
which thinning solvent (or any other 
material) will not be added under any 
circumstance or to which only water is 
added, the owner or operator of an af-
fected source shall comply as follows: 

(i) Certify the as-applied VOC con-
tent of each batch of coating. 

(ii) Notify the persons responsible for 
applying the coating that no thinning 
solvent may be added to the coating by 
affixing a label to each container of 
coating in the batch or through an-
other means described in the imple-
mentation plan required in § 63.787(b). 

(iii) If the certified as-applied VOC 
content of each batch of coating used 
during a calendar month is less than or 
equal to the applicable VOHAP limit in 
§ 63.783(a) (either in terms of g/L of 
coating or g/L of solids), then compli-
ance is demonstrated for that calendar 
month, unless a violation is revealed 
using Method 24 of appendix A to 40 
CFR part 60. 

(2) Coatings to which thinning solvent 
will be added—coating-by-coating compli-
ance. For a coating to which thinning 
solvent is routinely or sometimes 
added, the owner or operator shall 
comply as follows: 

(i) Prior to the first application of 
each batch, designate a single thinner 
for the coating and calculate the max-
imum allowable thinning ratio (or ra-
tios, if the affected source complies 
with the cold-weather limits in addi-
tion to the other limits specified in 
Table 2 of this subpart) for each batch 
as follows: 

R
V m

D
s VOC

th

=
( )( ) −VOHAP limit

Eqn.  1

where: 

R = Maximum allowable thinning ratio for a 
given batch (L thinner/L coating as sup-
plied); 

Vs = Volume fraction of solids in the batch as 
supplied (L solids/L coating as supplied); 

VOHAP limit = Maximum allowable as-ap-
plied VOHAP content of the coating (g 
VOHAP/L solids); 

mVOC = VOC content of the batch as supplied 
[g VOC (including cure volatiles and ex-
empt compounds on the HAP list)/L coat-
ing (including water and exempt com-
pounds) as supplied]; 

Dth = Density of the thinner (g/L). 

If Vs is not supplied directly by the 
coating manufacturer, the owner or op-
erator shall determine Vs as follows: 

V
m

Ds
volatiles

avg

= −1 Eqn.  2

where: 

mvolatiles = Total volatiles in the batch, includ-
ing VOC, water, and exempt compounds 
(g/L coating); and 

Davg = Average density of volatiles in the 
batch (g/L). 

The procedures specified in § 63.786(d) 
may be used to determine the values of 
variables defined in this paragraph. In 
addition, the owner or operator may 
choose to construct nomographs, based 
on Equation 1 of this subpart, similar 
or identical to the one provided in ap-
pendix B of this subpart as a means of 
easily estimating the maximum allow-
able thinning ratio. 

(ii) Prior to the first application of 
each batch, notify painters and other 
persons, as necessary, of the designated 
thinner and maximum allowable 
thinning ratio(s) for each batch of the 
coating by affixing a label to each con-
tainer of coating or through another 
means described in the implementation 
plan required in § 63.787(b). 

(iii) By the 15th day of each calendar 
month, determine the volume of each 
batch of the coating used, as supplied, 
during the previous month. 

(iv) By the 15th day of each calendar 
month, determine the total allowable 
volume of thinner for the coating used 
during the previous month as follows: 
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V R V R Vth b i cold b cold i
i

n

i

n

= ×( ) + ×( )−
==
∑∑

11

Eqn.  3

where: 

Vth = Total allowable volume of thinner for 
the previous month (L thinner); 

Vb = Volume of each batch, as supplied and 
before being thinned, used during non- 
cold-weather days of the previous month 
(L coating as supplied); 

Rcold = Maximum allowable thinning ratio for 
each batch used during cold-weather 
days (L thinner/L coating as supplied); 

Vb-cold = Volume of each batch, as supplied 
and before being thinned, used during 
cold-weather days of the previous month 
(L coating as supplied); 

i = Each batch of coating; and 
n = Total number of batches of the coating. 

(v) By the 15th day of each calendar 
month, determine the volume of thin-
ner actually used with the coating dur-
ing the previous month. 

(vi) If the volume of thinner actually 
used with the coating [paragraph 
(c)(3)(v) of this section] is less than or 
equal to the total allowable volume of 
thinner for the coating [paragraph 
(c)(3)(iv) of this section], then compli-
ance is demonstrated for the coating 
for the previous month, unless a viola-
tion is revealed using Method 24 of ap-
pendix A to 40 CFR part 60. 

(3) Coatings to which the same thinning 
solvent will be added—group compliance. 
For coatings to which the same 
thinning solvent (or other material) is 
routinely or sometimes added, the 
owner or operator shall comply as fol-
lows: 

(i) Designate a single thinner to be 
added to each coating during the 
month and ‘‘group’’ coatings according 
to their designated thinner. 

(ii) Prior to the first application of 
each batch, calculate the maximum al-
lowable thinning ratio (or ratios, if the 
affected source complies with the cold- 
weather limits in addition to the other 
limits specified in Table 2 of this sub-
part) for each batch of coating in the 
group using the equations in paragraph 
(c)(2) of this section. 

(iii) Prior to the first application of 
each ‘‘batch,’’ notify painters and 
other persons, as necessary, of the des-
ignated thinner and maximum allow-

able thinning ratio(s) for each batch in 
the group by affixing a label to each 
container of coating or through an-
other means described in the imple-
mentation plan required in § 63.787(b). 

(iv) By the 15th day of each calendar 
month, determine the volume of each 
batch of the group used, as supplied, 
during the previous month. 

(v) By the 15th day of each calendar 
month, determine the total allowable 
volume of thinner for the group for the 
previous month using Equation 3 of 
this subpart. 

(vi) By the 15th day of each calendar 
month, determine the volume of thin-
ner actually used with the group dur-
ing the previous month. 

(vii) If the volume of thinner actu-
ally used with the group [paragraph 
(c)(3)(vi) of this section] is less than or 
equal to the total allowable volume of 
thinner for the group [paragraph 
(c)(3)(v) of this section], then compli-
ance is demonstrated for the group for 
the previous month, unless a violation 
is revealed using Method 24 of appendix 
A to 40 CFR part 60. 

(4) Demonstration of compliance 
through an alternative (i.e., other than 
Method 24 of appendix A to 40 CFR part 
60) test method. The owner or operator 
shall comply as follows: 

(i) Certify the as-supplied VOHAP 
content (g VOHAP/L solids) of each 
batch of coating. 

(ii) If no thinning solvent will be 
added to the coating, the owner or op-
erator of an affected source shall fol-
low the procedure described in 
§ 63.785(c)(1), except that VOHAP con-
tent shall be used in lieu of VOC con-
tent. 

(iii) If thinning solvent will be added 
to the coating, the owner or operator 
of an affected source shall follow the 
procedure described in § 63.785(c)(2) or 
(3), except that in Equation 1 of this 
subpart: the term ‘‘mVOC’’ shall be re-
placed by the term ‘‘mVOHAP,’’ defined 
as the VOHAP content of the coating 
as supplied (g VOHAP/L coating) and 
the term ‘‘Dth’’ shall be replaced by the 
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term ‘‘Dth(VOHAP)’’ defined as the average 
density of the VOHAP thinner(s) (g/L). 

(d) A violation revealed through any 
approved test method shall result in a 
1-day violation for enforcement pur-
poses. A violation revealed through the 
recordkeeping procedures described in 
paragraphs (c)(1) through (c)(4) of this 
section shall result in a 30-day viola-
tion for enforcement purposes, unless 
the owner or operator provides suffi-
cient data to demonstrate the specific 
days during which noncompliant coat-
ings were applied. 

(e) Continuous compliance require-
ments. You must demonstrate contin-
uous compliance with the emissions 
standards and operating limits by 
using the performance test methods 
and procedures in § 63.786 for each af-
fected source. 

(1) General requirements. (i) You must 
monitor and collect data, and provide a 
site specific monitoring plan, as re-
quired by §§ 63.783, 63.785, 63.786 and 
63.787. 

(ii) Except for periods of monitoring 
system malfunctions, repairs associ-
ated with monitoring system malfunc-
tions, and required monitoring system 
quality assurance or quality control 
activities (including, as applicable, 
calibration checks and required zero 
and span adjustments), you must oper-

ate the monitoring system and collect 
data at all required intervals at all 
times the affected source is operating, 
and periods of malfunction. Any period 
for which data collection is required 
and the operation of the Continuous 
Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS) 
is not otherwise exempt and for which 
the monitoring system is out-of-con-
trol and data are not available for re-
quired calculations constitutes a devi-
ation from the monitoring require-
ments. 

(iii) You may not use data recorded 
during monitoring system malfunc-
tions, repairs associated with moni-
toring system malfunctions or required 
monitoring system quality assurance 
or control activities in calculations 
used to report emissions or operating 
levels. A monitoring system malfunc-
tion is any sudden, infrequent, not rea-
sonably preventable failure of the mon-
itoring system to provide valid data. 
Monitoring system failures that are 
caused in part by poor maintenance or 
careless operation are not malfunc-
tions. The owner or operator must use 
all the data collected during all other 
periods in assessing the operation of 
the control device and associated con-
trol system. 

(2) [Reserved] 
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[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 76 
FR 72069, Nov. 21, 2011] 

§ 63.786 Test methods and procedures. 

(a) For the compliance procedures de-
scribed in § 63.785(c) (1) through (c)(3), 
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Method 24 of 40 CFR part 60, appendix 
A, is the definitive method for deter-
mining the VOC content of coatings, as 
supplied or as applied. When a coating 
or thinner contains exempt compounds 
that are volatile HAP or VOHAP, the 
owner or operator shall ensure, when 
determining the VOC content of a coat-
ing, that the mass of these exempt 
compounds is included. 

(b) For the compliance procedure de-
scribed in § 63.785(c)(4), the Adminis-
trator must approve the test method 
for determining the VOHAP content of 
coatings and thinners. As part of the 
approval, the test method must meet 
the specified accuracy limits indicated 
below for sensitivity, duplicates, re-
peatability, and reproducibility coeffi-
cient of variation each determined at 
the 95 percent confidence limit. Each 
percentage value below is the cor-
responding coefficient of variation 
multiplied by 2.8 as in the ASTM Meth-
od E180–93: Standard Practice for De-
termining the Precision of ASTM 
Methods for Analysis and Testing of In-
dustrial Chemicals (incorporation by 
reference—see § 63.14). 

(1) Sensitivity. The overall sensitivity 
must be sufficient to identify and cal-
culate at least one mass percent of the 
compounds of interest based on the 
original sample. The sensitivity is de-
fined as ten times the noise level as 
specified in ASTM Method D3257–93: 
Standard Test Methods for Aromatics 
in Mineral Spirits by Gas Chroma-
tography (incorporation by reference— 
see § 63.14). In determining the sensi-
tivity, the level of sample dilution 
must be factored in. 

(2) Repeatability. First, at the 0.1–5 
percent analyte range the results 
would be suspect if duplicates vary by 
more than 6 percent relative and/or day 
to day variation of mean duplicates by 
the same analyst exceeds 10 percent 
relative. Second, at greater than 5 per-
cent analyte range the results would be 
suspect if duplicates vary by more than 
5 percent relative and/or day to day 
variation of duplicates by the same an-
alyst exceeds 5 percent relative. 

(3) Reproducibility. First, at the 0.1–5 
percent analyte range the results 
would be suspect if lab to lab variation 
exceeds 60 percent relative. Second, at 
greater than 5 percent range the re-

sults would be suspect if lab to lab var-
iation exceeds 20 percent relative. 

(4) Any test method should include 
information on the apparatus, reagents 
and materials, analytical procedure, 
procedure for identification and con-
firmation of the volatile species in the 
mixture being analyzed, precision and 
bias, and other details to be reported. 
The reporting should also include in-
formation on quality assurance (QA) 
auditing. 

(5) Multiple and different analytical 
techniques must be used for positive 
identification if the components in a 
mixture under analysis are not known. 
In such cases a single column gas chro-
matograph (GC) may not be adequate. 
A combination of equipment may be 
needed such as a GC/mass spectrometer 
or GC/infrared system. (If a GC method 
is used, the operator must use prac-
tices in ASTM Method E260–91 or 96: 
Standard Practice for Gas Chroma-
tography [incorporation by reference— 
see § 63.14].) 

(c) A coating manufacturer or the 
owner or operator of an affected source 
may use batch formulation data as a 
test method in lieu of Method 24 of ap-
pendix A to 40 CFR part 60 to certify 
the as-supplied VOC content of a coat-
ing if the manufacturer or the owner or 
operator has determined that batch 
formulation data have a consistent and 
quantitatively known relationship to 
Method 24 results. This determination 
shall consider the role of cure 
volatiles, which may cause emissions 
to exceed an amount based solely upon 
coating formulation data. Notwith-
standing such determination, in the 
event of conflicting results, Method 24 
of appendix A of 40 CFR part 60 shall 
take precedence. 

(d) Each owner or operator of an af-
fected source shall use or ensure that 
the manufacturer uses the form and 
procedures mentioned in appendix A of 
this subpart to determine values for 
the thinner and coating parameters 
used in Equations 1 and 2 of this sub-
part. The owner or operator shall en-
sure that the coating/thinner manufac-
turer (or supplier) provides information 
on the VOC and VOHAP contents of the 
coatings/thinners and the procedure(s) 
used to determine these values. 
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(e) For add-on control systems ap-
proved for use in limiting emissions 
from coating operations pursuant to 
§ 63.783(c), performance tests shall be 
conducted under such conditions as the 
Administrator specifies to the owner or 
operator based on representative per-
formance of the affected source for the 
period being tested. Upon request, the 
owner or operator shall make available 
to the Administrator such records as 
may be necessary to demonstrate the 
conditions present during performance 
tests. 

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 65 
FR 62215, Oct. 17, 2000; 76 FR 72069, Nov. 21, 
2011] 

§ 63.787 Notification requirements. 
(a) Each owner or operator of an af-

fected source shall comply with all ap-
plicable notification requirements in 
§ 63.9(a) through (d) and (i) through (j), 
with the exception that the deadline 
specified in § 63.9(b) (2) and (3) shall be 
extended from 120 days to 180 days. Any 
owner or operator that receives ap-
proval pursuant to § 63.783(c) to use an 
add-on control system to control coat-
ing emissions shall comply with the ap-
plicable requirements of § 63.9(e) 
through (h). 

(b) Implementation plan. The provi-
sions of § 63.9(a) apply to the require-
ments of this paragraph. 

(1) Each owner or operator of an af-
fected source shall: 

(i) Prepare a written implementation 
plan that addresses each of the subject 
areas specified in paragraph (b)(3) of 
this section; and 

(ii) Not later than one year after the 
effective date of this subpart, submit 
the implementation plan to the Admin-
istrator along with the notification re-
quired by § 63.9(b)(2) or (b)(5) of subpart 
A, as applicable. 

(2) [Reserved] 
(3) Implementation plan contents. Each 

implementation plan shall address the 
following subject areas: 

(i) Coating compliance procedures. The 
implementation plan shall include the 
compliance procedure(s) under 
§ 63.785(c) that the source intends to 
use. 

(ii) Recordkeeping procedures. The im-
plementation plan shall include the 
procedures for maintaining the records 

required under § 63.788, including the 
procedures for gathering the necessary 
data and making the necessary calcula-
tions. 

(iii) Transfer, handling, and storage 
procedures. The implementation plan 
shall include the procedures for ensur-
ing compliance with § 63.783(b). 

(4) Major sources that intend to become 
area sources by the compliance date. Ex-
isting major sources that intend to be-
come area sources by the December 16, 
1997 compliance date may choose to 
submit, in lieu of the implementation 
plan required under paragraph (b)(1) of 
this section, a statement that, by the 
compliance date, the major source in-
tends to obtain and comply with feder-
ally enforceable limits on their poten-
tial to emit which make the facility an 
area source. 

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 61 
FR 30816, June 18, 1996] 

§ 63.788 Recordkeeping and reporting 
requirements. 

(a) Each owner or operator of an af-
fected source shall comply with the ap-
plicable recordkeeping and reporting 
requirements in § 63.10 (a), (b), (d), and 
(f). Any owner that receives approval 
pursuant to § 63.783(c) to use an add-on 
control system to control coating 
emissions shall also comply with the 
applicable requirements of § 63.10 (c) 
and (e). A summary of recordkeeping 
and reporting requirements is provided 
in Table 3 of this subpart. 

(b) Recordkeeping requirements. (1) 
Each owner or operator of a major 
source shipbuilding or ship repair facil-
ity having surface coating operations 
with less than 1000 liters (L) (264 gal-
lons (gal)) annual marine coating usage 
shall record the total volume of coat-
ing applied at the source to ships. Such 
records shall be compiled monthly and 
maintained for a minimum of 5 years. 

(2) Each owner or operator of an af-
fected source shall compile records on 
a monthly basis and maintain those 
records for a minimum of 5 years. At a 
minimum, these records shall include: 

(i) All documentation supporting ini-
tial notification; 

(ii) A copy of the affected source’s ap-
proved implementation plan; 

(iii) The volume of each low-usage- 
exempt coating applied; 
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(iv) Identification of the coatings 
used, their appropriate coating cat-
egories, and the applicable VOHAP 
limit; 

(v) Certification of the as-supplied 
VOC content of each batch of coating; 

(vi) A determination of whether con-
tainers meet the standards as described 
in § 63.783(b)(2); and 

(vii) The results of any Method 24 of 
appendix A to 40 CFR part 60 or ap-
proved VOHAP measurement test con-
ducted on individual containers of 
coating, as applied. 

(3) The records required by paragraph 
(b)(2) of this section shall include addi-
tional information, as determined by 
the compliance procedure(s) described 
in § 63.785(c) that each affected source 
followed: 

(i) Coatings to which thinning solvent 
will not be added. The records main-
tained by facilities demonstrating 
compliance using the procedure de-
scribed in § 63.785(c)(1) shall contain the 
following information: 

(A) Certification of the as-applied 
VOC content of each batch of coating; 
and 

(B) The volume of each coating ap-
plied. 

(ii) Coatings to which thinning solvent 
will be added—coating-by-coating compli-
ance. The records maintained by facili-
ties demonstrating compliance using 
the procedure described in § 63.785(c)(2) 
shall contain the following informa-
tion: 

(A) The density and mass fraction of 
water and exempt compounds of each 
thinner and the volume fraction of sol-
ids (nonvolatiles) in each batch, includ-
ing any calculations; 

(B) The maximum allowable thinning 
ratio (or ratios, if the affected source 
complies with the cold-weather limits 
in addition to the other limits specified 
in Table 2 of this subpart) for each 
batch of coating, including calcula-
tions; 

(C) If an affected source chooses to 
comply with the cold-weather limits, 
the dates and times during which the 
ambient temperature at the affected 
source was below 4.5 °C (40 °F) at the 
time the coating was applied and the 
volume used of each batch of the coat-
ing, as supplied, during these dates; 

(D) The volume used of each batch of 
the coating, as supplied; 

(E) The total allowable volume of 
thinner for each coating, including cal-
culations; and 

(F) The actual volume of thinner 
used for each coating. 

(iii) Coatings to which the same 
thinning solvent will be added—group 
compliance. The records maintained by 
facilities demonstrating compliance 
using the procedure described in 
§ 63.785(c)(3) shall contain the following 
information: 

(A) The density and mass fraction of 
water and exempt compounds of each 
thinner and the volume fraction of sol-
ids in each batch, including any cal-
culations; 

(B) The maximum allowable thinning 
ratio (or ratios, if the affected source 
complies with the cold-weather limits 
in addition to the other limits specified 
in Table 2 of this subpart) for each 
batch of coating, including calcula-
tions; 

(C) If an affected source chooses to 
comply with the cold-weather limits, 
the dates and times during which the 
ambient temperature at the affected 
source was below 4.5 °C (40 °F) at the 
time the coating was applied and the 
volume used of each batch in the 
group, as supplied, during these dates; 

(D) Identification of each group of 
coatings and their designated thinners; 

(E) The volume used of each batch of 
coating in the group, as supplied; 

(F) The total allowable volume of 
thinner for the group, including cal-
culations; and 

(G) The actual volume of thinner 
used for the group. 

(iv) Demonstration of compliance 
through an alternative (i.e., non-Method 
24 in appendix A to 40 CFR part 60) test 
method. The records maintained by fa-
cilities demonstrating compliance 
using the procedure described in 
§ 63.785(c)(4) shall contain the following 
information: 

(A) Identification of the Adminis-
trator-approved VOHAP test method or 
certification procedure; 
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(B) For coatings to which the af-
fected source does not add thinning sol-
vents, the source shall record the cer-
tification of the as-supplied and as-ap-
plied VOHAP content of each batch and 
the volume of each coating applied; 

(C) For coatings to which the af-
fected source adds thinning solvent on 
a coating-by-coating basis, the source 
shall record all of the information re-
quired to be recorded by paragraph 
(b)(3)(ii) of this section; and 

(D) For coatings to which the af-
fected source adds thinning solvent on 
a group basis, the source shall record 
all of the information required to be re-
corded by paragraph (b)(3)(iii) of this 
section. 

(4) If the owner or operator of an af-
fected source detects a violation of the 
standards specified in § 63.783, the 
owner or operator shall, for the re-
mainder of the reporting period during 
which the violation(s) occurred, in-
clude the following information in his 
or her records: 

(i) A summary of the number and du-
ration of deviations during the report-
ing period, classified by reason, includ-
ing known causes for which a Feder-
ally-approved or promulgated exemp-
tion from an emission limitation or 
standard may apply. 

(ii) Identification of the data avail-
ability achieved during the reporting 
period, including a summary of the 
number and total duration of incidents 
that the monitoring protocol failed to 
perform in accordance with the design 
of the protocol or produced data that 
did not meet minimum data accuracy 
and precision requirements, classified 
by reason. 

(iii) Identification of the compliance 
status as of the last day of the report-
ing period and whether compliance was 
continuous or intermittent during the 
reporting period. 

(iv) If, pursuant to paragraph 
(b)(4)(iii) of this section, the owner or 
operator identifies any deviation as re-
sulting from a known cause for which 
no Federally-approved or promulgated 
exemption from an emission limitation 
or standard applies, the monitoring re-
port shall also include all records that 
the source is required to maintain that 
pertain to the periods during which 
such deviation occurred and: 

(A) The magnitude of each deviation; 
(B) The reason for each deviation; 
(C) A description of the corrective ac-

tion taken for each deviation, includ-
ing action taken to minimize each de-
viation and action taken to prevent re-
currence; and 

(D) All quality assurance activities 
performed on any element of the moni-
toring protocol. 

(5) Each owner or operator that re-
ceives approval pursuant to § 63.783(c) 
to use an add-on control system to con-
trol coating emissions shall maintain 
records of the occurrence and duration 
of each malfunction of operation (i.e., 
process equipment) or the required air 
pollution control and monitoring 
equipment. Each owner or operator 
shall maintain records of actions taken 
during periods of malfunction to mini-
mize emissions in accordance with 
§ 63.783(b)(1), including corrective ac-
tions to restore malfunctioning process 
and air pollution control and moni-
toring equipment to its normal or 
usual manner of operation. 

(c) Reporting requirements. Before the 
60th day following completion of each 6 
month period after the compliance 
date specified in § 63.784, each owner or 
operator of an affected source shall 
submit a report to the Administrator 
for each of the previous 6 months. The 
report shall include all of the informa-
tion that must be retained pursuant to 
paragraphs (b)(2) through (3) of this 
section, except for that information 
specified in paragraphs (b)(2)(i) through 
(ii), (b)(2)(v), (b)(3)(i)(A), (b)(3)(ii)(A), 
and (b)(3)(iii)(A). If a violation at an af-
fected source is detected, the owner or 
operator of the affected source shall 
also report the information specified in 
paragraph (b)(4) of this section for the 
reporting period during which the vio-
lation(s) occurred. To the extent pos-
sible, the report shall be organized ac-
cording to the compliance procedure(s) 
followed each month by the affected 
source. If there was a malfunction dur-
ing the reporting period, the report 
must also include the number, duration 
and a brief description of each mal-
function which occurred during the re-
porting period and which caused or 
may have caused any applicable emis-
sion limitation to be exceeded. The re-
port must also include a description of 
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actions taken by an owner or operator 
during a malfunction of an affected 
source to minimize emissions in ac-
cordance with § 63.783(b)(1), including 
actions taken to correct a malfunction. 

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 61 
FR 66227, Dec. 17, 1996; 76 FR 72069, Nov. 21, 
2011] 

§ 63.789 Implementation and enforce-
ment. 

(a) This subpart can be implemented 
and enforced by the U.S. EPA, or a del-
egated authority such as the applicable 
State, local, or Tribal agency. If the 
U.S. EPA Administrator has delegated 
authority to a State, local, or Tribal 
agency, then that agency, in addition 
to the U.S. EPA, has the authority to 
implement and enforce this subpart. 
Contact the applicable U.S. EPA Re-
gional Office to find out if implementa-
tion and enforcement of this subpart is 
delegated to a State, local, or Tribal 
agency. 

(b) In delegating implementation and 
enforcement authority of this subpart 

to a State, local, or Tribal agency 
under subpart E of this part, the au-
thorities contained in paragraph (c) of 
this section are retained by the Admin-
istrator of U.S. EPA and cannot be 
transferred to the State, local, or Trib-
al agency. 

(c) The authorities that cannot be 
delegated to State, local, or Tribal 
agencies are as specified in paragraphs 
(c)(1) through (4) of this section. 

(1) Approval of alternatives to the re-
quirements in §§ 63.780 through 63.781, 
and 63.783 through 63.784. 

(2) Approval of major alternatives to 
test methods under § 63.7(e)(2)(ii) and 
(f), as defined in § 63.90, and as required 
in this subpart. 

(3) Approval of major alternatives to 
monitoring under § 63.8(f), as defined in 
§ 63.90, and as required in this subpart. 

(4) Approval of major alternatives to 
recordkeeping and reporting under 
§ 63.10(f), as defined in § 63.90, and as re-
quired in this subpart. 

[68 FR 37353, June 23, 2003] 

TABLE 1 TO SUBPART II OF PART 63—GENERAL PROVISIONS OF APPLICABILITY TO 
SUBPART II 

Reference Applies to sub-
part II Comment 

63.1(a)(1)–(3) .... Yes. ...............
63.1(a)(4) .......... Yes ................ Subpart II clarifies the applicability of each paragraph in subpart A to sources subject to 

subpart II. 
63.1(a)(5)–(7) .... Yes.
63.1(a)(8) .......... No .................. Discusses State programs. 
63.1(a)(9)–(14) .. Yes.
63.1(b)(1) .......... Yes ................ § 63.781 specifies applicability in more detail. 
63.1(b)(2)–(3) .... Yes.
63.1(c)–(e) ........ Yes.
63.2 ................... Yes ................ Additional terms are defined in § 63.782; when overlap between subparts A and II occurs, 

subpart II takes precedence. 
63.3 ................... Yes ................ Other units used in subpart II are defined in that subpart. 
63.4 ................... Yes.
63.5(a)–(c) ........ Yes.
63.5(d) ............... Yes ................ Except information on control devices and control efficiencies should not be included in the 

application unless an add-on control system is or will be used to comply with subpart II in 
accordance with § 63.783(c). 

63.5(e)–(f) ......... Yes.
63.6(a)–(b) ........ Yes.
63.6(c)–(d) ........ Yes ................ Except § 63.784(a) specifies the compliance date for existing affected sources. 
63.6(e)(1)(i) ....... No .................. See § 63.783(b)(1) for general duty requirement. 
63.6(e)(1)(ii) ...... No..
63.6(e)(1)(iii) ..... Yes..
63.6(e)(2) .......... No .................. Section reserved. 
63.6(e)(3) .......... No..
63.6(f)(1) ........... No..
63.6(f)(2)–(f)(3) No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 

comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then this section does apply. 
63.6(g) ............... No .................. § 63.783(c) specifies procedures for application and approval of alternative means of limiting 

emissions. 
63.6(h) ............... No .................. Subpart II does not contain any opacity or visible emission standards. 
63.6(i)–(j) ........... Yes.
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Reference Applies to sub-
part II Comment 

63.7(a)–(d) ........ No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 
comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then these sections do apply. 

63.7(e)(1) .......... No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 
comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then see § 63.786(e). 

63.7(e)(2)–(e)(4) No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 
comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then these sections do apply. 

63.8 ................... No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 
comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then this section does apply, with 
the exception of § 63.8(c)(1)(i), § 63.8(c)(1)(iii), and the last sentence of § 63.8(d)(3). 

63.9(a)–(d) ........ Yes ................ § 63.787(a) extends the initial notification deadline to 180 days. § 63.787(b) requires an im-
plementation plan to be submitted with the initial notification. 

63.9(e) ............... No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 
comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then this paragraph does apply. 

63.9(f) ................ No .................. Subpart II does not contain any opacity or visible emission standards 
63.9(g)–(h) ........ No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 

comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c) then these paragraphs do apply. 
63.9(i)–(j) ........... Yes.
63.10(a) ............. Yes. 
63.10(b)(1) ........ Yes. 
63.10(b)(2)(i) ..... No. 
63.10(b)(2)(ii) .... No .................. See § 63.788(b)(5) for recordkeeping of occurrence, duration, and actions taken during mal-

functions. 
63.10(b)(2)(iii) ... Yes. 
63.10(b)(2)(iv)– 

(b)(2)(v).
No. 

63.10(b)(2)(vi)– 
(b)(2)(xiv).

Yes. 

63.10(b)(3) ........ Yes. 
63.10(c)(1)–(9) .. No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 

comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then these sections do apply. 
63.10(c)(10)– 

(11).
No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 

comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then see § 63.788(b)(5) for records 
of malfunctions. 

63.10(c)(12)– 
(14).

No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 
comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then these sections do apply. 

63.10(c)(15) ...... No. 
63.10(d)(1)–(4) .. Yes. 
63.10(d)(5) ........ No .................. See § 63.788(c) for reporting malfunctions. 
63.10(e) ............. No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 

comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then this paragraph does apply. 
63.10(f) .............. Yes.
63.11 ................. No .................. If an alternative means of limiting emissions (e.g., an add-on control system) is used to 

comply with subpart II in accordance with § 63.783(c), then this section does apply. 
63.12–63.15 ...... Yes.

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 76 FR 72070, Nov. 21, 2011] 

TABLE 2 TO SUBPART II OF PART 63—VOLATILE ORGANIC HAP (VOHAP) LIMITS FOR 
MARINE COATINGS 

Coating category 

VOHAP limits a b c 

Grams/liter 
coating 
(minus 

water and 
exempt 

compounds) 

Grams/liter solids d 

t ≥4.5 °C t <4.5 °C e 

General use ................................................................................................................... 340 571 728 
Specialty: 

Air flask .................................................................................................................. 340 571 728 
Antenna .................................................................................................................. 530 1,439 
Antifoulant .............................................................................................................. 400 765 971 
Heat resistant ......................................................................................................... 420 841 1,069 
High-gloss .............................................................................................................. 420 841 1,069 
High-temperature ................................................................................................... 500 1,237 1,597 
Inorganic zinc high-build ........................................................................................ 340 571 728 
Military exterior ....................................................................................................... 340 571 728 
Mist ......................................................................................................................... 610 2,235 
Navigational aids .................................................................................................... 550 1,597 
Nonskid .................................................................................................................. 340 571 728 
Nuclear ................................................................................................................... 420 841 1,069 
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Coating category 

VOHAP limits a b c 

Grams/liter 
coating 
(minus 

water and 
exempt 

compounds) 

Grams/liter solids d 

t ≥4.5 °C t <4.5 °C e 

Organic zinc ........................................................................................................... 360 630 802 
Pretreatment wash primer ...................................................................................... 780 11,095 
Repair and maint. of thermoplastics ...................................................................... 550 1,597 
Rubber camouflage ................................................................................................ 340 571 728 
Sealant for thermal spray aluminum ...................................................................... 610 2,235 
Special marking ...................................................................................................... 490 1,178 
Specialty interior ..................................................................................................... 340 571 728 
Tack coat ................................................................................................................ 610 2,235 
Undersea weapons systems .................................................................................. 340 571 728 
Weld-through precon. primer ................................................................................. 650 2,885 

a The limits are expressed in two sets of equivalent units. Either set of limits may be used for the compliance procedure de-
scribed in § 63.785(c)(1), but only the limits expressed in units of g/L solids (nonvolatiles) shall be used for the compliance proce-
dures described § 63.785(c) (2) through (4). 

b VOC (including exempt compounds listed as HAP) shall be used as a surrogate for VOHAP for those compliance procedures 
described in § 63.785(c) (1) through (3). 

c To convert from g/L to lb/gal, multiply by (3.785 L/gal)(1/453.6 lb/g) or 1/120. For compliance purposes, metric units define 
the standards. 

d VOHAP limits expressed in units of mass of VOHAP per volume of solids were derived from the VOHAP limits expressed in 
units of mass of VOHAP per volume of coating assuming the coatings contain no water or exempt compounds and that the vol-
umes of all components within a coating are additive. 

e These limits apply during cold-weather time periods, as defined in § 63.782. Cold-weather allowances are not given to coat-
ings in categories that permit less than 40 percent volume solids (nonvolatiles). Such coatings are subject to the same limits re-
gardless of weather conditions. 

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 61 FR 66228, Dec. 17, 1996; 76 FR 72070, Nov. 21, 2011] 

TABLE 3 TO SUBPART II OF PART 63—SUMMARY OF RECORDKEEPING AND REPORTING 
REQUIREMENTS ABC 

Requirement 
All Opts. Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 

Rec Rep Rec Rep Rec Rep Rec Rep 

Notification (§ 63.9(a)–(d)) .................................................................... X X 
Implementation plan (§ 63.787(b)) d ...................................................... X X 
Volume of coating applied at unaffected major sources (§ 63.781(b)) X 
Volume of each low-usage-exempt coating applied at affected 

sources (§ 63.781(c)) ......................................................................... X X 
ID of the coatings used, their appropriate coating categories, and the 

applicable VOHAP limit ..................................................................... X X 
Determination of whether containers meet the standards described in 

§ 63.783(b)(3) .................................................................................... X X 
Results of M–24 or other approved tests ............................................. X X 
Certification of the as-supplied VOC content of each batch ................ X 
Certification of the as-applied VOC content of each batch .................. X 
Volume of each coating applied ........................................................... X X 
Density of each thinner and volume fraction of solids in each batch .. X X 
Maximum allowable thinning ratio(s) for each batch ............................ X X X X 
Volume used of each batch, as supplied ............................................. X X X X 
Total allowable volume of thinner ......................................................... X X X X 
Actual volume of thinner used .............................................................. X X X X 
Identification of each group of coatings and designated thinners ........ X X 

a Affected sources that comply with the cold-weather limits must record and report additional information, as specified in 
§ 63.788(b)(3) (ii)(C), (iii)(C), and (iv)(D). 

b Affected sources that detect a violation must record and report additional information, as specified in § 63.788(b)(4). 
c OPTION 4: the recordkeeping and reporting requirements of Option 4 are identical to those of Options 1, 2, or 3, depending 

on whether and how thinners are used. However, when using Option 4, the term ‘‘VOHAP’’ shall be used in lieu of the term 
‘‘VOC,’’ and the owner or operator shall record and report the Administrator-approved VOHAP test method or certification proce-
dure. 

d Major sources that intend to become area sources by the compliance date may, in lieu of submitting an implementation plan, 
choose to submit a statement of intent as specified in § 63.787(b)(4). 
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1 Adapted from EPA–340/1–86–016 (July 1986), 
p. II–2. 

2 The subscript ‘‘s’’ denotes each value is 
for the coating ‘‘as supplied’’ by the manu-
facturer. 

* Incorporation by reference—see § 63.14. 
3 Explain the other method used under 

‘‘Remarks.’’ 

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 76 
FR 72071, Nov. 21, 2011] 

APPENDIX A TO SUBPART II OF PART 63— 
VOC DATA SHEET 1 

Properties of the Coating ‘‘As Supplied’’ by the 
Manufacturer 2 

Coating Manufacturer: lllllllllll

Coating Identification: lllllllllll

Batch Identification: llllllllllll

Supplied To: lllllllllllllllll

Properties of the coating as supplied 1 to 
the customer: 

A. Coating Density: (Dc)s ll g/L 
[ ] ASTM D1475–90 * [ ] Other 3 

B. Total Volatiles: (mv)s ll Mass Percent 
[ ] ASTM D2369–93 or 95 * [ ] Other 3 

C. Water Content: 1. (mw)s ll Mass Percent 
[ ] ASTM D3792–91 * [ ] ASTM D4017–81, 

90, or 96a * [ ] Other 3 
2. (vw)s ll Volume Percent 
[ ] Calculated [ ] Other 3 

D. Organic Volatiles: (mo)s ll Mass Percent 
E. Nonvolatiles: (vn)s ll Volume Percent 

[ ] Calculated [ ] Other 3 
F. VOC Content (VOC)s: 

1. ll g/L solids (nonvolatiles) 
2. ll g/L coating (less water and exempt 

compounds) 
G. Thinner Density: Dth ll g/L 

ASTM ll [ ] Other 3 

Remarks: (use reverse side) 

Signed: lllllll Date: 
llllllllllllll 

[60 FR 64336, Dec. 15, 1995, as amended at 65 
FR 62216, Oct. 17, 2000] 
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APPENDIX B TO SUBPART II OF PART 63—MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE THINNING RATES AS 
A FUNCTION OF AS SUPPLIED VOC CONTENT AND THINNER DENSITY 
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